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Key messages

1. Strict protection for rivers has to be based the on their free-flowing character

(i.e. physical properties allowing essential dynamic processes)

„Connectivity is key“ / „Rivers are renewal“

2. Examples show that legal protection for free-flowing rivers is feasible and effective

(while using different protection mechanisms)  

3. Combining River Basin Management with strict protection is the way forward

(WFD obligations can strictly protect rivers, but implemenation is insufficient)

4. Combining river restoration (barrier removal) with strict protection is essential 
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Why protect rivers?
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… for the benefit and enjoyment of present and future generations.

US Wild and Scenic Rivers Act



Hydropower and dams
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„Overriding public
interest?“

Potential of small
scale hydropower in 
relation to electrity
generation in 
Germany



Freshwater Biodiversity Crisis
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Free-flowing rivers – connectivity is key

1. Rivers where ecosystem functions and services 

are largely unaffected by changes to the fluvial 

connectivity allowing an unobstructed movement 

and exchange of water, energy, material and 

species within the river system and with 

surrounding landscapes. Fluvial connectivity 

encompasses longitudinal (river channel), lateral 

(floodplains), vertical (groundwater and 

atmosphere) and temporal (intermittency) 

components (WWF & TNC 2021)
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It is proposed to define a free-flowing river as one that supports 

connectivity of water, sediment, nutrients, matter and organisms 

within the river system and with surrounding landscapes, in all of the 

following four dimensions:

1. longitudinal (connectivity between up- and downstream);

2. lateral (connectivity to floodplain and riparian areas);

3. vertical (connectivity to groundwater and atmosphere); 

4. temporal (connectivity based on seasonality of fluxes).

A free-flowing river is not impaired by anthropogenic barriers and is 

not disconnected from its floodplain when a floodplain is present

(EU Guidance 2021).



2. Legal protection schemes for free-flowing rivers
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Sustainability Special Issue (2021): 
Durable Protections for Free-Flowing Rivers
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Slovenia (1976)

TV OBZORNIK 18/05/1964

https://euscreen.eu/item.html?id=EUS_D28E065E73A6AC90455D70DC67C1C2AF
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Slovenia (1976)



Why is the Soča protected?
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Finland (1987)
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Finland (1987)
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Sweden (1987)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qiv8ZhHbNEw



Spain (2005)
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France (2006)
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Protection mechanisms
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To what extent can the examined schemes count towards the EU Biodiversity Strategy’s goal of strict protection for 10% of EU land?



Strictly protected rivers – a European patchwork
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Key findings from the overview study

1. We already have a system of legally protected rivers in the EU

i.e. Slovenia, Finland, Sweden; Spain, France (linked to WFD)

new approaches are evolving, e.g. Croatia, Montenegro

2. The existing approaches are based on national legislation, 

were established in different decades, mostly in reaction to specific 

threats, and appear rather disconnected from each other

3. A European approach is needed to combine river protection and 

river revitalization (dam removal) more strategically
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Wild and Scenic Rivers in the US
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1. Yellowstone National Park Protection Act (1872)

“the tract of land … lying near the headwaters of the Yellowstone 

Riverdedicated and set apart as a public park or pleasuring-

ground for the benefit and enjoyment of the people.”

2. Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (1968)

“certain selected rivers … shall be preserved in a free-flowing

condition … and protected for the benefit and enjoyment of

present and future generations.“

3. Wilderness Act (1964)

"A wilderness, in contrast with those areas where man and his 

own works dominate the landscape, is hereby recognized as an 

area where the earth and its community of life are untrammeled by 

man, where man himself is a visitor who does not remain."

Snake Headwaters designation in 2017 supported by anglers and rafters



3. Conclusions and Outlook

A pragmatic approach for identifying candidate rivers:

• Key component: Free-flowing and dynamic

• Outstanding values: At least one outstanding value in terms of biodiversity, geology, scenery, culture or history

(cf. Wild and Scenic Rivers)

• Environmental condition: At least in good status according to WFD (cf. River Nature Reserves in Spain),

possibly with exceptions, e.g., for rivers in urban settings.

Classification in three types (cf. River Nature Reserves in Spain or “list 1” and “list 2” rivers in France):

(1) free-flowing and wild/pristine

(2) free-flowing and near-natural

(3) free-flowing and restored
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Envisioning a System of Protected Free-Flowing Rivers for Europe

A policy to create a network of protected rivers would have to

combine two essential elements:

(1) an overarching strategic planning approach that identifies the

needs for strict river protection and restoration action across the EU,

(2) an EU-wide legal approach that strictly protects wild and

restored free-flowing rivers from dams and other damage and

aims at enhancing the vitality and ecological value of these rivers in

order to keep them healthy, dynamic and free-flowing for the benefit

and enjoyment of present and future generations
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What protection does the Oder need?
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Can you spot the difference?
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Sturgeon: Flagship species for free-flowing rivers
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Why protect rivers? For the love of rivers!
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… the river is everywhere at once, at the source and at the mouth, at the 

waterfall, at the ferry, at the rapids, in the sea, in the mountains, 

everywhere at once ...

Hermann Hesse, Siddhartha
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The time for rivers is now!
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Keep rivers free-flowing, save freshwater life!

Thank you for your attention!

Keep rivers free-flowing, save freshwater life!

Thank you for your attention!


